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By Fred A. Stitt

McGraw-Hill Education - Europe, United States, 1998. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Cut the cost and risk of creating crucial construction documents. Errors
and omissions in working drawings are the primary causes of building failures, construction cost
overruns, extra charges by contractors, and lawsuits. Fred Stitt, a pioneering developer of quality
control systems for architects, engineers, and contractors, offers you a comprehensive, up-to-date
set of checklists to ensure the accuracy and completeness of these drawings, whatever the building
project may be.The portable, easy-to-use Working Drawing Manual includes a system for total
working drawing planning and management, plus coordination checklists for: residential,
commercial, and institutional projects of all sizes; remodeling and renovation drawings;
architectural coordination with landscape, HVAC, plumbing, electrical, civil, structural, and related
engineering drawings. Designed to be used with Pat Guthrie s Cross-Check , which can help ensure
the continuity and integration of working drawings, the Manual covers all new construction
technologies, code requirements, types of bid documentation, and methods of drawing
organization, including CADD. Enhanced by a self-study module that assists users in gaining AIA
CEU accredidatiion, Working Drawing Manual pays for itself over and over again by helping you
avoid expensive, time-consuming...
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The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I am delighted to explain how this
is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Roberto Friesen-- Roberto Friesen

This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Darrin Abbott-- Darrin Abbott
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